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MiRANDA DATA PROCESSING - INTERFACES

by
V 

E. U. Trevorrow

SUMMARY

Miranda was a low—orbit technology satellite carrying a m~~ sr of experi—
mental packages . In order to realise the planned experimental objectives it was
necessary to ~~~loy a sophisticated real—time control system requiring inputs
that could only be deter mined by ind.pend.nt opera tional—.upport sof tvar.. Tb.
analysis of the experimental data also called for a consid.r able ount of data
processi ng softwa re , as did the gsn.ra l housekeeping procedur es. £ conprehsnsiv.
sof tware system was developed to cover thes, require ment., so that a thorough
appreciatio n was needed of all software system inter faces.

This Report defines th. satellite , operatio nal , conputsr—syst and exper i—
mental interf aces with which the software bed to be conpatib le.
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INTRODUCT ION

Miranda, previously known as X4 1 , the second satellite in the United
Kingdom Space Technology Programee, was successfully launched in a southerly
direction from the Western Test Range California by an Algol III Scout on
9 March 1974. Miranda,designated 1974—13k, was the first British three—axis—
stabi lised satel lite and was placed into a sun—synchronous orbit of inclination
97.8°, with an apogee heigh t of 930 km and a perigee height of 720 km. Despin,
separation and sun—lock were all achieved automatically.

Miranda had an experiment al attitud e control system, and carried exper i-
mental infra—red, albedo, and star sensors. The attitude control system main-
tained the pitch axis and solar arrays sun—pointing and controlled the motion
about the pitch axis. The experimental sensors were fixed Co a comeon mounting
plate, with the star sensor positioned on the dark side of the satellite. The
satellite was designed to work for at least six months in a fully sunlit orbit
and it actually ceased to function after nine months, during the last month of
which the orbit was partially eclipsed.

V Ai~ early decision was taken to carry out all data—processing and operations—
support tasks using the computer in the RAE Control Centre, which was dedicated to
Miranda oper ations . Thus the Control Centre , operations personnel , experimenter s,
technical advisers and all data processi ng activities were internal to Space
Department .

The philosophy adopted for data processing was to develop a modular system
which would be easy to use , yet straightforward to modify as required. The
overall system design was therefore optimised instead of just the software
segment. In the event , this proved very successful and all data-processing
objectives for Miranda were completed by 1 March 1975, less than one year af ter
launch. To achieve this, all relevant interfaces had to be clearly defined and
understood. This Report defines the satellite , opera t iona l , computer—syst em and
experimental interface s with which the software for both data processing and
operational support had to be compat ible. A further report 2 gives details of the
program. that were used.

2 SATELLITE INTERFACES

A concise but comprehensive understanding of the satellite systse was
required when designing the software system for data processing and operati ons
support . In particular this related to the exper imental objectiv es, the modes

029
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of operation and the orbit of the satellite . In general it was not necessary to

have any deep understanding of the internal workings of sub systems, since there

was a group of sub—system technical advisers who could be called upon for

assistance if required.

2.1 Satellite systems

An outline of the satellite and it. axis—system is given in Fig I .  The

attitude control system maintained the pitch axis in the sun—pointing direction,
thus keeping the solar paddles facing the sun. Motion about the pitch axis was
controlled by the pitch gyroscope. Several pitch rates were available and could

be selected by ground comeand , viz :

Prime rates 0°/h
±8°/h
± 12°/h

±217°/h (—217°/h being the nominal orbital rate) .

Pitch integrator —30 to +30°/h (12—bit register , 1 bit for sign).

Any non—redundant coithination of prime rates could be set by ground comeand and

any pitch integrator setting could be superimposed.

There were several modes of operation of the satellite :

Mode Descrintion

0 Launch
Yo—yo despin

2 Sun acquisition
3 Inertial sun—lock

3k Mode 3 back—up
4 Earth reference

S Star acquisition and lock (active )

SA Inertial star lock (passive)

6 Star scan
8 Emergency — roll/yaw fault detected
8k Emergency — pitch fault detected
N Mod. 4 back-up

Most of the useful experim ental data was obtained when the satellite was
in Nods 3. In this mode, sun reference was provided by the fine sun sensor and
the attitude soetrol system intaiasd the sat .llite sun—point ing to an accuracy j
of II aroeta. Occasionally, useful experimental data was obtained when the

___ - ~~~~~~~~~~ - V V 
- -  

V ~~~~~~~~~~~
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satellite was in Modes 2 and 3A. In these modes the prime sun sensor was
selected, which, due to its wide—angle field of view, suffered from albedo
contamination over part of the orbit. This drastically degraded the sun—pointing
accuracy and hence the attitude data. Thus only those requirements which could
tolerate low attitude—accuracy were satisfied in these modes.

Modes 4 and 9* were not used; instead, earth reference was achieved by
finely compensating the nominal orbital rate with pitch—integrator adjustments
when the satellite was in Mode 3. This method was more satisfactory, since
accurate attitude determination was achievable. When the satellite was operating
in Modes 0, 1, 8 and 8k, the data obtained was of little use for experimental

analysis.

The satellite carried a package of experimental sensors , which are detailed
in section 5. All absolute pitch attitude references were obtained by analysis
of the data from these sensors.

A detailed knowledge of the telemetry data sub—system was required and this
is discussed in section 2.5. In general, however, no other detailed sub—system
knowledge was required in order to furnish technical advisers with proce ssed
sub—syste. da ta .

2.2 Orbit

The satellite was launched on 9 March 1974 into a fully sunlit orbit with
an inclination of 97.80 and with the equatorial crossings close to the terminator.
The orbital height of the satellite was about 930 km at apogee and about 720 km
at perigee. The inclination caused the orbital plane to rotate about the earth’s
polar axis at a rate of about 0.89°/day, while the direction of the sun was

0 0moving at about 0.99 /day . (The ideal orbital inclination was 98.4 , since the

orbital plan. would then have rotated at the same rate as the sun direction.)

A Consequently, the satellites orbit remained fully sunlit for about eight months.
During that ti the inclination of the orbital plane to the plane of the
terminator varied between 3 and 27~ •

2.3 Passes

Th. telemetry and telecomeand station for Miranda was situated at Lasham
A (la’itude 31. 19°, longitude — 1.O 3~) some 22 km from the Control Centre at ~~~~~~

• 
V

Since the orbit was close to polar and the inclination of the orbital plane to
the terminator plane was small, ths satellite was in view of the ground station
during those orbits within a few hours of dawn and dusk. The set of passes for
a typical day is given in th, following table.

029
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1974 Day No.86 (27 March)

Pass Times (ris .—set~) ~~~~~~~elevation
03.32—03.44 18.1°

M2 05. 10—05.25 78.9°
N3 06.52—07.04 17.2°

B1 17.21—17.34 23.7°

B2 19.01—19.14 51.8°

On most days, satellite passes with sufficient elevation for operational use
occurred during two or three consecutive orbits each morning and evening, but
occasionally the satellite was visible with sufficient elevation for four

consecutive orbits. The scheduling of passes is discussed in Ref 3. t

2.4 Orbital elements

SDC elements4 were available for the satellite from within a few hours of
launch. After the first few days of life, new elements were made available

weekly. These elements were necessary for pass prediction purpose., but had

limitations when more aocurate orbital reconstruction was required for experi-
mental sensor analysis. More accurate elements (referred to as RAE elements)
were obtained, therefore, by the use of the RAE orbit determination program

PROP5, but with a delay of some four to six weeks while observations were
obtained from the US Naval Research Laboratory.

2.5 TelecoaDand

The system employed to send comeands to the satellite conformed to the NASA
Tone Digital Comsand Standard which meant tha t all comean ds were single—ac tion.
Some of these comands could be sequenced together, however, to select, fill and
execute one of a pair of 16—bit on—board comnand registers, so that there were

effectively comeands of two types , known as ‘direct’ and ‘multiple’. The comeand
registers , known as Register A and Register B, permitted the comeanding of
elaborate attitude control system operations from the Control Centre.

Using automatic control procedures, two multiple comeands could be
executed and verified within a few seconds, by loading both the A and B registers

prior to the execution of either. Howsver, execution of further multiple j
co ands was limited by the time taken to refill registers. The automatic
procedures allowed for multiple comeands to be executed at selected times by
previously filling a register and sending the execute comiand at the specified

time

_________________
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2.6 Telemetry

The satellite had a single data stream which could be comaanded into
‘direct ’, ‘record’ or ‘playback ’ mode. Since the satellite was out of range of

the ground station for most of the time, the normal operat ional mode was ‘record ’,
during which no data could be transmitted. During a pass , the mode was changed

by ground comeand in the following sequence : DIRECT—PLAYBACK—DIRECT—RECORD • The

format of the telemetry data was the seas in direct and recorded modes, the
direct data rate being 32 times the recorded data rate. The speed of the tape
was increased by a factor of 32 for playback. Thus during a pass all data was
trans mitted at the same rate, viz 2048 bits/second .

A minor frame of data consisted of 128 8—bit syllables , giving a time for
the transmission of each minor frame of 0.5 second . There were eight minor frames
Lu a major frame.

There were two tape recorders for the recorded data , each of which contained
read, erase and write heads. Only one of the tap e recorder s could be used at any
time, but comeands existed for switching to the othe r if desired . The one in use

I recorded data on a continuous loop of tape which was overwritten every 122 minute.,

playback taking 230 seconds • When data had been recorded f or less than
122 minutes, the remainder of the tape was blank.

2.6.1 Timing of data

During a pass the time was read automatically from the Control Centre

clock at the end of receipt of each minor frame of data, and was transferred to
magnetic tape with the frame of data. The time was binary—coded-decimal, as
specified in section 4.6. This tins was adjusted to the start of a minor frame
and was then read y for use in the processing of direct data . For recorded data
th . time written onto the data tapes was the time of playback and was of little 8

use except on the few occas ions when no data was take n from the satellite for a
period of more than 18 hour s — it was then used to resolve the aith iguity due to
recycling of the frame counter.

For th. timing of recorded data the satellite telemetr y system had a
12—bit frame counter which was sampled each minor frame . When the telemetry data
system was co anded into record mode , at the end of each pass, the frame counter
was set to zero . The time of this comeand was inser ted into the header of the
next pass of data (on a digital magnetic tap e) . The actual time of recorded data
could then be evaluated for each minor fra me, using the frame counter in recorded
data as a clock to provide time relative to the recor ded data coimsand time.



This method of timing of recorded data caused many operational problems,
since it was not possible to automate the procedures for the transference of the
record—coiaiiand t imes to the standard data tapes , and on occasions the estimation
of this time was suspect. In retrospect these problems could have been avoided
with very little extra satellite hardware if the following method had been used :

(i) the counter had been an 18—bit clock—counter (incrementing by I
every hal f— second , ie the period of a direct-data minor frame) — instead
of the 12—bit minor—frame counter (which incremented by I for each frame
of either direct or recorded data);

(ii) the switching to and from direct and recorded data had been

synchronised with the clock counter — instead of at the time of receipt of

comeand to direct or recorded data.

The value of the counter in every minor frame of data from a pass would

then have given the time relative to a single time—base, which could have been

evaluated simply and reliably from the timing data automatically written onto the

standard data tapes within that pass.

The following items were taken into consideration when evaluating the time
of the start of a minor frame:

transmission delay from satellite 3—9 ma ,
0transmission delay to satellite at 12 6—7 ma,

conmand duration 226 ma,

link delays between Lasham and control centre 12 me,

comeand initiation software timing delay 1 ma.

The time associated with an individual syllable of data was given by

T0 + n6t ;

• 
•
~• where n was syllable count;

was time at start of minor frame (actually syllable 0);
I 2~~ a — direc t data8t was 
~12 s — recorded data.

2.6.2 Error detection

The telemetry data contained a primitive eç~ror detecting code in each
minor frame of data. The real—time software (see section 3.6) checked each minor
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frame of data with respect to the code and producea a checkword which was written
onto the digital tapes with each minor frame of data (see section 4.6) .

In the data processing the checkvord was in general used to exclude all
data from a faulty minor frame, but in the provision of data lists was used to
tag data from a faulty minor frame. Hence simple algorithms could be used with

complete reliability. (In the absence of error detection, highly complex

algorithms would have been required, and these would not have been completely
reliable.)

2.6.3 Calibrations

The first items to be calibrated were the analogue—to—digital converters of
the satellite data tray. They were found to be the same to better than I mV and

the calibration used was :

v — — O.03926N + 5.024

where N (0 ~ N ~ 255) was the digital output (or telemetry sample) and v the
input voltage.

The Op.rations Manual contained a section giving the calibrations of all
those performance parameters where it was feasible to perform pre—launch calibra—
tions. The calibration curves were also fitted by polynomials—of degree one, two
or three as appropriate. Certain parameters, such as pitch rate and gyro drift

rate, could only be calibrated satisfactorily when the satellite was in orbit.

The satellite contained two clocks , designated A and B. Their nominal
frequency was 221 Hz which corresponded to a telemetry data rate of exactly
2048 bits/second. In practice the actual measured values were used , viz :

Clock A: 221 + 104 Hz
Clock 3: 221 + 96 Hz.

Just before launch the alignment between the gyro pack and the sensor

mounting block was checked and found to be within seconds of arc. Appropriate

details of the orientation measurements of the sensors on the mounting block are
given in section 5.

2.7 Earth/sky coverage

The data received from the satellite during a group of (morning or evening)
passes covered the period from 122 minutes prior to first—pass replay up to the
end of the las t pass . Since Lasham was the only ground station used for the

029
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collection of telemetry data, the data from the satellite experiments was mainly

r 
limited to periods when the satellite was within 250 of the plane of the

Greenwich meridian. Since (1) the satellite was sun—pointing , (ii) the orbital
plane was close to the terminator and (iii) the plane containing the sigh t lines
of the experimental sensors was perpendicular to the sun line , it followed that
the areas on the ground observed by the sensors fell into that same ±250 band .

The star sensor experiments did not suffer this restriction however , since the
available band of observation rotated as the satellite orbit rotated. In a

period of six months, the whole sky was swept by the star sensor .

3 OPERAT IONS INTERFACES

The operations plan for the satellite was ambitious and the effort available

for the provision of software for data processing and operations support was
relatively limited. To ensure that the available resources were used effectively,

the data processing section maintained close liaison with the operations group ,

and in particular with the Satellite Controller and the Experiment Co—ordinator ,
throughout the lifetime of the satellite.

3.1 Satellite Controller

The Satellite Controller was in charge of all operational activities

relating directly to the satellite and ground support equipment. He was appointed

nearly three years before launch and during that period was a technical adviser

to the Miranda project management with special responsibility for assembly

integration and test. In that capacity he was able to gain an intimate knowledge

of the spacecraft , this being essent ial for the effective performance of his

duties as Satellite Controller.

It was his responsibility to ensure that the satellite operated according

to the operational plan, and to take action, should it be necessary, to maintain

the safety of the satellite . He also co—ordinated all Control Centre activity,

including the running of all data processing programs.

3 • 2 Experiment Co—ordi nator

The Experiment Co—ordinator integrated the various requirements of the

particular experimenters into the broad—line operations plan to form detailed
plans for the pass—by—pass operation of the satellite. These plans were used by

the Satellite Controller to produce pass schedules . The Experiment Co—ordinator

also had to ensure that any special software required before or after a pass ,
for the operational support of a particular activity, was made available.

-
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3.3 Operations personnel

The Control Centre was manned by contractor staff throughout the lifetime
of the satellite. In particular , they operated the computer during satellite
passes , organised the data archive and ran all data processing programs. Thus

appropriate operating instructions had to be formally specified by the data
processing section.

3.4 Technical advisers

4 During the procurement of the satellite, a nuither of RAE personnel acted
as technical advisers to the project management. They continued in this role

after launch , giving technical advice to the Satellite Controller. They required

information regularly after satellite passes , so that:

• (i) they could alert the Satellite Controller of any unexpected occurrences or

trends that might otherwise have been overlooked;

(ii) they were in a position to advise the Satellite Controller on a course of

action in the event of an anomaly.

3.5 Operations plan

Prior to launch the major objectives for the satellite were formulated into
a broad operations plan, with a detailed plan for the first week of operation.
After this it was necessary to maintain maximme flexibility in the detailed

planning, since certain systems on the satellite did not perform quit. as
expected . However, some systems proved much more accomeodating then specified —

with flexible operational planning full advantage was taken and the pre-launch

objectives were fully satisfied.

3.6 Real—time activities

In the set—up phase for a pass , the information from the pass schedule was
fed into the computer interac tively by the operator; this included the information
which was written into the magnetic tape header blocks.

During a pass the data from th. satellite was digitised and written onto
magnetic tape. With each minor frame of data , the time given by the control
centre clock, the frame count , a data chec~ .ord, and 10 extra words, ware also
written to th. magnetic tape. Th. time corresp onded to the end of the receipt
of a minor frame, and the extra words gave the status of ACS ‘ccmeand—sending’

during that minor frame.

029
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Occasionally it was not possible to produce a digital tape in real—time , in
___ which case it was produced subsequently from raw data recorded in real—time.

I
This fact was indicated in the header for that pass. The format of the magnetic ¶
tape is defined in section 4.6.

Any further description of the real—time system3 is beyond the scope of
this Report , as it is intended here oqly to cover the interface s for the data—
processing and operational—support software with the real—time activities.

3.7 Supporting activities

In addition to real—time software for the operational control of the j
satellite , the operations group required support software for pre—pass and
ii~~ diate post—pass analysis. This included satellite pass predictions , the
provision of performance parameter lists, and the evaluation of comeand patterns
for attitude maneouvres and of optimum sensitivity settings for sensors.

3.8 Special data forms

For certain of the programs and activities it was essential for the operator

to load a considerable amount of information into the computer. In each of these
cases , a specia l data sheet using a simple format was designed, which was then
used for prog ram specification.

3.9 Satellite documentation

As part of their pre—launch activities, the operations group compiled a

Satellite Operations Manual. This abstracted and formalised information

contained in the many volumes of contractor documentation, together with sections

on the real—time software control system. The manual contained all the essential
information (including contingency procedures) f or operati ng Miranda and the
Control Centre. Wi th regard to data processing it included sections on parameter
calibrations , telemetry format and comeand system.

• 4 C0~IPUTER STST~( INTERFACES

The Control Centre was divided into three areas ; first a central area,
which was the main control room housing the telemetry equipment, the operations
console and lineprinter; secondly, an inner area which housed the main part of
the computer system includi ng the disc stores , magnetic tap e—decks and tapes;

• 
and thirdly an outer area , which was the experimenters’ room, and was also used
as a viewing room. The central and inner areas ware controlled for temperature
and hmeidity.

________  - -__-- • 
L
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4.1 Ground network

Operational contro l of Miranda was from the Control Centre in Space

Department RAE , in conjunction with the telemetry and teleco snd stat ion at

Lashea, 22 km away. Telemetry data was received at Lashes and sent in real time

via a modern link to the control centre , for processing and data evaluation.

Co and instruct ions were initiated at the Control Centre either automatically or

by operator action and were sent by a specially protected land —line link to

Lashes (see Fig 2 for details) . After the launch phase , when the NA SA ground

station at Tananarive was used , Lasha m was the only ground station used for the

collection of telemetry data . As a back- up to Lasha m for telecoisand , there was

a comeand aerial at RAE .

4.2 Computer system

The Control Centre computer was an EMR 6130 . Its main data proc essing

features were:

Fortran compiler (with in—line coding)

32K 16—bit words of core

775 x s cycle— time
Teletype consoles with on—line editing

Paper tape reader and punch

Thr ee magnetic tape decks
Two 1.6—asgaword fixed—disc stores

Lineprinter

4•3 Program files

both magnetic tapes and disc files were used for storing the computer

programs . The amount of disc space availabl e was limited . This was tailored in

such a way that each program for operationa l support had Its own special disc

• 
• files named with the abbreviated program name. Other programs were stor ed on

magnetic tape. The programs were stored in binary , and only staple ‘load and $0’

instructions were required to use this. Source vers ions of each pro gram were

also stored on magnetic tapes.

4.4 ~~eratini instructions

For each program a sheet of operating instructions was provided . In

general these were very simple, and in many cases the software system was

explicitly designed to provide this simplicity . The instruc tions were kept in *

suppls flt to the Satel lite Operations Manual.

)29
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4.5 Data archive

All data received from th. satellite during a pass was digitised and written
on magnetic tape . After the pass the data was appended onto a master tape. There

was one master tape for each day and this contained between four and seven passes
of data. There were thus about 240 master tapes covering the satellite’s opera-
tional lifetime .

4.6 Magnetic tape forma t

4.6.1 Block structure

A digital magnetic tape consisted of: one or more passes of data;
followed by: a tape-mark .

A pass of data consisted of: a header;
followed by: one or more data blocks;

• followed by: a tape-mark

4.6.2 Header

This consisted of: 10 blocks of text data:—

Block Contents

1 X4VHEADER

2 1974VDATV followed by left—justified Day $~~.
(1, 2, or 3 digits)

3 4—digit orbit number (right—justified)

4 M o r E followsd by l , 2, 3or 4

5 Tins of acquisition of signal in format HEVIItYSS

6 1 : digital tape made on—line
0 : digital tape made off—line

7 Day No. right—justified (3 digits) of time of last
co aud to record

8 TIme of last co~~~nd to record in format UHV)I(~$S. sss

9 3-digit analogue tape nueber (right—justified)

10 9999

4.6.3 Data block

-~ - This consisted of: 143 16—bit words :

- -T t. _____________________ ___________ —
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Word Contents

1—125 syllables 003—177 (octal) of a minor frame

126— 128 the subsequent sync code pattern of a minor frame

129—131 time of year in a 48—bit pattern
bits 1—6 : undefined
bits 7—8 : hundreds of days
bits 9—12 : tens of days
bits 13—16 : units of days
bits 17—18 : tens of hours
bits 19—22 : units of hours
bits 23—25 : tens of minutes
bits 26—29 : units of minutes
bits 30—32 : tens of seconds
bits 33—36 : unit . of seconds
bits 37—40 : undreds of millisecond.
bits 4 1—44 : tens of milliseconds
bits 45—48 : units of millisecond.

132 the frame counter

133 0 : frame not checked, I : frame checked

134—143 10 extra words for co and information,

see Appendix C.

5 u~uxi~ rrs INTERFACES

There ware f ive experimental packagss on the satellite, each under the
control of a prime experimenter with who. close co—operation was maintained at
all timss to determine methods of analysts and to finalise details of all
objectives. Th. five packages ware known as Experiments A, B, C, D and B.

The experimental sensors (Experiments 3, C and D) were fixed to a c~~~~n
mounting plate to provid, stability with the star sensor positioned on the dark
side of the satellite. Their fields of view were nominally in the yaw-roll plane

~~ 
of the satellite as shown in Pig 3. The megles given in the figure are nominal
values, the actual measured angles of the flight model being used in practice,
as given in the table below. (The angles are measured as positive rotations
about the pitch axis, starti ng from the yaw direction.)

329
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1K1 
— 116°30’

~
pI — 116°31’

1K3 
— 105°59’

1K4 + 109°59’
Star sensor — 7O002~
Albedo sensor (nth element) + 108.742 + 0.22783 n degrees.

S.1 !~~!.!.! ~~~t A  — Attitude control system6 (ACS)

The main mode of attitude control used a set of rate—integrating gyroscopes
as a three —axis attitude reference. Control torquing was provided by a propane
gas—jet control system. A novel for. of processi ng the attitud e measurement
signals was employed: incorporation of a model of the satellite dynamics led to
a high quality of estimation of angular velocity, with the result that the
precision of the limit—cycle control which was achieved closely approached the
limit of practicability, given the inherent limitations of a gas—jet system. In

two axes (roll and yaw) the gyroscope reference was updated by signals from a
fine sun sensor , so tha t sun—pointing of the pitch axis yes achieved as the
principal control activity. Pitch axis control (about the sun—line ) was referred ,
for the most part , solely to the gyroscope . A variety of pitch—rate biases
(see section 2.1) could be applied to this gyroscope in order to exercise the
three attitude sensing Experiments , B, C and D, all of which were responsive
primarily to pitch attitude. However, a mode of control was provided to permit
the pitch gyro to be updated by the star sensor (Experiment C), so that star—lock
could be achieved .

The objec t ives of the experiment wer e:

(i) to provide in—orbit operation of important components , notably the
gyroscop es and the propane gas—jet system;

(ii) to obtain national experience of th. design of a high—precision three—axis
active attitude —control—system;

(iii) to provide essential servic.s for the other experiments and for the
satellite as a whole.

5.2 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

— Infra—led sensor7

The infra—red sensor consisted of four separate pvroelectric detectors
(Ii). IR2~ 1*3 and 114) which operated in the 14— 16um wavelength band . The
centre—line directions of the fields of view are shown in Pig 3. i • :

~~

- !~~ ~~~~~~~~~ - --- -~~~~~~~ -~~~- - ~~~~~~- ~~~- -
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The objectives of the experiment were :

U) to gain operational experience of the performance of the pyroelectric
detectors;

(ii) to map the infra—red radiation over those parts of the earth accessible to

the sensor during the lifetime of the satellite;

(iii) to evaluate the characteristics of the sensed infra—red radiation with
• respect to elevation , earth position relative to sun , and season;

(iv) to characterise the shape of the sensed inf re—red radiation relative to
horizon height, when the satellite was in star—lock;

(v) to give attitude information in support of the whole experimental
programee.

85.3 Experiment C — Star sensor (Canopus )

The star sensor had a split—image detector which could be used to measure

star signal intensity or to provide a control referenc. for locking onto a

selected star. The light entering the star sensor was reflected by a mirror onto

th. detector. When the *~irror was in the central position, the centre—line

field of view of the sens~~ was in the roll—yaw plane, as shown in Pig 3. The

total angular field of view in the plane was 3°, which was split into two equal
part. by the detector. In order to observe many stars at different times of the
year the mirror could be rotated into II open positions, giving the series of
values tabulated below for the angle between the pitch axis (sun—direction) and
the centre—lin, of sigh t of the sensor .

Position No. Angle (0)

I 105
2 102
3 99
4 96
5 93
6 90
7 87
8 84
9 81

10 78
11 75

Ths width of the field of view about the axis of rotation of the mirror ~~
There ware three sensitivity settings which could be used, but almost invariably
the most sensitive setting was in operation. 

- a — — -
- —
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A glar. detector was used to prevent exposure of the star sensor to earth
albedo and moonlight. In star—lock mode (Node 5) further protection could be

obtained by using a signal from the in! re—red sensor. This would allow the star—

sensor signals to be used by the attitude control system only when 1*4 (which
pointed in the opposite direction to the star sensor) was earth-pointing.

The exper imental objective s were:

Ci) to demonstrate star —lock capability;

(ii) to •va uats in—orbit signal cheracteristics from star mapping exercises
and correlate with measurements made on the RAE star sitwlator before
launch;

(iii) to evaluate the effects on performance caused by reflected light from dust
particles, gas—jet efflux and satellite struc ture;

(iv) to provide very accurate attitude data when in star—lock for the infra-
red horiz~n characterisation.

5.4 ~~~~~~~~~~ 
— Experimental albedo sensor9’ 10

This sensor consisted of an array of 100 tndepend~nt photodiode el~~~nts
with non—overlapping fields of view sne covering a tot~l field of view of 22.8°

as shown in Pi1 3. The output from the detector was a set of 100 bits giving
an ‘ON ’ or ‘017’ state for each element. Th. detector had sensitivity settings
which could be selected by ground co~~~nd.

The experimental objectives were:

Ci) to prove in-orbit operation of the detector and to correlate the attitude

evaluation from the albedo detector with attitude evaluation from the other
sensors ;

(L i) to evaluate the brightness of alb.do in the region of the terminator;
• (iii) to evaluate the brightness variations along the term ina tor ;

(iv) to provide attitude information in suppor t of the star mapping exercises .

3.3 ! . .~~~~!_! 
— Solar cell patches

j • This experiment was a .all part of a continuing progra e of solar cell

development and test. There ware two small patches of experimenta l solar cells,
mounted on the satellite solar arrays, each wi th a current and temperature
monitor. The objective of the experiment was to monitor the variation in per—
formeac. of the patches during the lifet ime of th. satellite .

I

- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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6 CONCLUDING REMARX$

To satisfy the experimental and operational requirements mentioned in this
Report, some 30 programs were written — these are described in Ref 2 together
with a brief description of the way in which the software was structured within
the programs.

For full details of the real—time satellite control system, Ref I should
be consulted — this also contains full details of the telemetry data format and
the sets of comeaads that were used to control the satellite.

r

-
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Appendix

EXTRA WORDS

As specified in section 4.6 , the digital magnetic tapes contained 10 extra
words following each minor frame of data. For tapes made off—line the extra were
all zero, but for tapes made on—line (in real—time) the extra words were used to
give information on the status of ACS comeands as follows:

extra words 1 ,2 ,3 were used for ‘multiple ’ cosnands;
extra words 4 ,5 were used for ‘direct’ comeands;
extra words 6—10 were spares.

At the start of a pass all extra words were set to zero , and not more then
one extra word could change in value for each subsequent minor frame of data.

The extra word sequence for sending multiple comeands was as follows:

EW 1 set t o O
LW3 set to 0
LW2 set to multiple—comeand register value

~~ set to f I to indicate comeand was in Register A

2 to indicate comeand was in Register B

LW set ~1 I to indicate coumand was executed
2 to indicate comeand was aborted.

The extra word sequence for sending direct comeands was as follows:

LW5 set to 0
LW4 set to 0

I comeand 65 (override exlipse warning) expected

LW set tO) 2 comeand 46 (Node 2) expected

1 3 comoand 47 (Nods 8) expected

1 4 comeand 48 (Node 8A) expected

LW set 

~

I I to indicate coumand was executed
2 to indicate coumand was aborted .

In general the time elapsed between the expectation and execution of a
co snd was small and thus a successful coumand was easily correlated with the
tel try data, giving full ACS status which was not directly available from the
telemet ry data .
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